
CHOOSE THE RIGHT  
BAG FOR YOUR TAKE AWAY.
Tingstad has a large selection of bags for all types of take away; food packaging, sushi box-
es, soup cups and pizza boxes are examples of molds that you can easily find a suitable bag 
for in our range. Here is a simple guide on how to find the right paper bag for your take away.

Step 1. Pizza or something else?
If you are looking for a bag for pizza boxes, we have specially adapted bags for just this, so-called “pizza 
bags”, article number 203633.

However, if you are looking for bags for other types of take away, there are more bags to choose from (see 
guide below).

Step 2. Brown or white bag/paper?
Our take away bags are available in brown or white paper. No color is more environmentally friendly or dura-
ble than any other, so the choice can be made entirely on the basis of what you think is best for your busi-
ness.

Step 3. Do the bag and packaging fit together?
All Tingstad’s take away packaging has the dimensions stated in their product descriptions. The measure-
ments are found when you click on the respective product and click on ”READ MORE” (see pictures 1 and 2 
below). In the same way you can find the dimensions of each bag (see pictures 3 and 4 below) and can thus 
easily determine whether the bag and packaging fits together.



Pictures 1 and 2 show how and 
where you can see the dimensions 
of a take away packaging.

Pictures 3 and 4 show how and 
where you can see the dimensions 
of a bag.



TIPS FROM TINGSTAD
Maximize the space in each bag!
Maximizing the space in each bag is a benefit for both the environment, the customer and your business. It’s 
better for the environment because less material is consumed, the customer does not have to carry unneces-
sarily many bags and your business avoids buying more bags than necessary, which means a cost saving.

Below we give 10 tips on which bag is best suited for 10 of ours bestsellers in take away 
packaging.

Article number Description Bag for 1 mold (article number) Bag for 4 molds (article number)
400815 SUSHI TRAY & LID 24X15X4CM 260175245 & 260175146 260175245 & 260175146

400814 SUSHI TRAY & LID 21,5X14,7X4CM 260175245 & 260175146 260175245 & 260175146

119169212 BAGASSE BOWL 90CL 5918000 5918000

CN84624 MICROW. CONT. BLACK 24OZ 260175245 & 260175146 260175245 & 260175146

F650 MICROW. CONT. RECT TR 650ML 4444444 4444444

F500 MICROW. CONT. RECT TR 500ML 4444444 4444444

588850 ALUMINIUM FOIL PANS 850ML 5555555 5555555 & 260175146

F750 MICROW. CONT. RECT TR 750ML 5555555 5555555 & 260175146

25175 SUSHI TRAY & LID 25X17X5CM 5918000 & 1697003314 5918000 & 1697003314

400813 SUSHI TRAY & LID 19X13X4,5CM 5555555 5555555


